Introduction.
It is known [3, p. 49 ] that any class Cl differentiable submanifold of Rn is a (class C1) differentiable neighborhood retract. In this paper we prove that the subsets of Rn which are class C1 neighborhood retracts (of connected open sets) are precisely the class C1 differentiable submanifolds of Rn. In particular, Theorem 1 shows that the range of a class C1 retraction is a class C1 submanifold.
If 5 is a linear transformation
on £n, then rank (5) is the dimension of the range space of S. Lemma 1. If C is a connected set of idempotent linear transformations ii.e. projections) on R" and if S, r£C, then rank (5) =rank (£).
Proof. Let Mn denote the set of all real raXra matrices and let Tr: Mn->£ be the trace operator, i.e., Tr(^4) = XXi a" where A =(<z,y). It is easily verified that Tr is continuous on Mn and an invariant of similarity class [2, p. 96]. Suppose that ^4£Mra is an idempotent.
Then A is similar to a matrix £ = (c>,y) such that bu = l for l^z^rank iA) and &,y = 0 otherwise. Hence, Tr(^)=Tr(£) = 2Zjtnik(A)t>i, = rank 04). Letting the trace of a linear operator be the trace of any matrix representation, it follows that the trace of any member of C is its rank and, therefore, that Tr is constant on C.
Hence, Tr(5) =Tr(7"), i.e., rank iS) =rank (T). is an open subset of Rr. This proves that /(U) is a class C1 differentiable submanifold of R" of dimension r, as defined in [3, p. 15] .
The following theorem characterizes the class C1 submanifolds of Rn as class Cl neighborhood retracts. The main problem seems to be an appropriate general form of the Rank Theorem. The author has some theorems which show that the range of a class C1 retraction (not the identity function) of a connected open subset of a Banach space is nowhere dense.
The results in this paper extend immediately to class C1 manifolds. The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor John Jewett for his helpful suggestions concerning the material in this paper.
